The seven key challenges for the future of computer-aided diagnosis in medicine.
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) can assist physicians in effective and efficient diagnostic decision-making. CAD systems are currently essential tools in some areas of clinical practice. In addition, it is one of the established fields of study in the interface of medicine and computer science. There are, however, still some critical challenges that CAD systems face. This paper first describes a new literature review protocol, the Dynamic PRISMA approach based on the well-known PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) approach. This new approach enhances the traditional approach by integrating a feedback mechanism module. As a result of the literature review, this paper identifies seven major challenges that occur today in CAD and inhibit the next major developments. The seven challenges described in this paper involve some technical weaknesses in the interface of medicine and computer science. These challenges are related to various algorithmic limitations, the difficulty of medical professionals to adopt new systems, problems when dealing with patient data, and the lack of guidelines and standardization regarding many aspects of CAD. This paper also describes some of the recent research developments towards these challenges. If these seven key challenges are addressed properly, then the ways for dealing with them will become the R&D pillars needed to bring CAD to the next level. This would require additional well-coordinated collaboration between researchers and practitioners in the fields of medicine and computer science.